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Trip Bitung - Ternate 

(or vice versa) 
 
Lembeh 
Muckdiving at it's best! Different species of seahorses, octopuses, nudiebranch and many other 
weird critters can be found. A heaven for macro lovers. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 
 
Tifore 
Rising between Halmahera and Sulawesi, in the very deep open Sea of the Maluku, the dive sites 
around Tifore are mostly plateau’s with sheer walls and steep slopes. Here we can find a school of  
thousands barracudas and trevallys hanging in the current. This is a great divesite where your 
adrenaline gets going.  
 
Goraichi Islands 
The Goraichi Islands have many great dive sites with one of the most amazing fish life zones in 
Halmahera. Stunning reefs overgrown with colorful hard and soft corals. Also pelagic coming by. 
Oceanic white tip sharks have been spotted. Mantas can be seen around Pulau's Lilei and To-
limao. On Pulau Lilei we have a chance to visit the local village and walk around a bit taking selfies 
with the local inhabitants. 
 
Bacan 
We can offer a great landtour organised by the Tourism Department of South Halmahera. This nor-
mally includes visiting an old Portuguese fort, traditional dancing, local market, and a few more. 
 
Makian 
Black sand diving, similar to Lembeh and Panambuang. A descent macro site where good critter 
life can be found. 
 
Ternate 
In front of the Mosque there are a few wrecks on diveable depth. A perfect spot to do checkdives 
at the start of a trip or to end the last diveday with. Crocodile flatheads, nudiebranches, ghostpipe 
fishes, etc. can be seen. 
 
 

 
Trip Bitung - Labuha 

(or vice versa) 
 
Lembeh 
Muckdiving at it's best! Different species of seahorses, octopuses, nudiebranch and many other 
weird critters can be found. A heaven for macro lovers. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 
 
Tifore 
Rising between Halmahera and Sulawesi, in the very deep open Sea of the Maluku, the dive sites 
around Tifore are mostly plateau’s with sheer walls and steep slopes. Here we can find a school of  
thousands barracudas and trevallys hanging in the current. This is a great divesite where your 
adrenaline gets going.  
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Goraichi Islands 
The Goraichi Islands have many great dive sites with one of the most amazing fish life zones in 
Halmahera. Stunning reefs overgrown with colorful hard and soft corals. Also pelagic coming by. 
Oceanic white tip sharks have been spotted. Mantas can be seen around Pulau's Lilei and To-
limao. On Pulau Lilei we have a chance to visit the local village and walk around a bit taking selfies 
with the local inhabitants. 
 
Patinti Strait 
The Patinti Strait is a channel between Halmahera and Bacan Island which holds excellent reefs 
full of blooming orange soft corals packed with anthias, plenty of large soft coral covered bommies 
in all different colours and different species. Here we can expect some good currents which gives 
us the chance to see lots of reef sharks; black tip, white tip and grey reef sharks as well as many 
other pelagic. Also during nightdives the walking shark can be spotted. 
But no worries, also for the non-current divers there is plenty of sites to dive and see great 
underwater life. 
 
Bacan 
We can offer a great landtour organised by the Tourism Department of South Halmahera. This nor-
mally includes visiting an old Portuguese fort, traditional dancing, local market, and a few more. 
 
Panambuang 
Black sand diving similar to Lembeh Strait. Here we offer a few different sites, with a jettydive as 
an absolute highlight! Weird critters, nudibranch, walking shark and even the bobbit worm have 
been spotted regularly. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 

 
 
Trip Ternate - Labuha 

(or vice versa) 
 
Ternate 
In front of the Mosque there are a few wrecks on diveable depth. A perfect spot to do checkdives 
at the start of a trip or to end the last diveday with. Crocodile flatheads, nudiebranches, ghostpipe 
fishes, etc. can be seen. 
 
Tifore (option if booked extra) 
Rising between Halmahera and Sulawesi, in the very deep open Sea of the Maluku, the dive sites 
around Tifore are mostly plateau’s with sheer walls and steep slopes. Here we can find a school of  
thousands barracudas and trevallys hanging in the current. This is a great divesite where your 
adrenaline gets going.  
 
Goraichi Islands 
The Goraichi Islands have many great dive sites with one of the most amazing fish life zones in 
Halmahera. Stunning reefs overgrown with colorful hard and soft corals. Also pelagic coming by. 
Oceanic white tip sharks have been spotted. Mantas can be seen around Pulau's Lilei and To-
limao. On Pulau Lilei we have a chance to visit the local village and walk around a bit taking selfies 
with the local inhabitants. 
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Patinti Strait 
The Patinti Strait is a channel between Halmahera and Bacan Island which holds excellent reefs 
full of blooming orange soft corals packed with anthias, plenty of large soft coral covered bommies 
in all different colours and different species. Here we can expect some good currents which gives 
us the chance to see lots of reef sharks; black tip, white tip and grey reef sharks as well as many 
other pelagic. Also during nightdives the walking shark can be spotted. 
But no worries, also for the non-current divers there is plenty of sites to dive and see great 
underwater life. 
 
Bacan 
We can offer a great landtour organised by the Tourism Department of South Halmahera. This nor-
mally includes visiting an old Portuguese fort, traditional dancing, local market, and a few more. 
 
Pigaraja 
On the South-East of Bacan is a small island with the name Pigaraja, in front of a small village on 
Bacan. Here we offer a wreck dive amongst diving along amazing coral reefs. This wooden ship 
sank some time ago and is already covered with sponges and soft corals. A lust for the eye. 
Around the island are some great coral reefs, where excellent nightdives can be done! 
 
Bacan South-West 
Here we have a few divesites with stunning walls and canyons. An absolute feast for the eye! Due 
to open to the ocean, divers should be aware for some currents. Don’t forget to look ‘into the blue’ 
because a good size of schooling barracudas and trevallys can be seen as well as reefsharks, na-
poleons and bumphead parrotfish coming by. 
 
Panambuang 
Black sand diving similar to Lembeh Strait. Here we offer a few different sites, with a jettydive as 
an absolute highlight! Weird critters, nudibranch, walking shark and even the bobbit worm have 
been spotted regularly. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 
 

 
 
Trip Labuha - Labuha 
 
Panambuang 
Black sand diving similar to Lembeh Strait. Here we offer a few different sites, with a jettydive as 
an absolute highlight! Weird critters, nudibranch, walking shark and even the bobbit worm have 
been spotted regularly. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 
 
Bacan South-West 
Here we have a few divesites with stunning walls and canyons. An absolute feast for the eye! Due 
to open to the ocean, divers should be aware for some currents. Don’t forget to look ‘into the blue’ 
because a good size of schooling barracudas and trevallys can be seen as well as reefsharks, na-
poleons and bumphead parrotfish coming by. 
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Pigaraja 
On the South-East of Bacan is a small island with the name Pigaraja, in front of a small village on 
Bacan. Here we offer a wreck dive amongst diving along amazing coral reefs. This wooden ship 
sank some time ago and is already covered with sponges and soft corals. A lust for the eye. 
Around the island are some great coral reefs, where excellent nightdives can be done! 
 
Patinti Strait 
The Patinti Strait is a channel between Halmahera and Bacan Island which holds excellent reefs 
full of blooming orange soft corals packed with anthias, plenty of large soft coral covered bommies 
in all different colours and different species. Here we can expect some good currents which gives 
us the chance to see lots of reef sharks; black tip, white tip and grey reef sharks as well as many 
other pelagic. Also during nightdives the walking shark can be spotted. 
But no worries, also for the non-current divers there is plenty of sites to dive and see great 
underwater life. 
 
Bacan 
We can offer a great landtour organised by the Tourism Department of South Halmahera. This nor-
mally includes visiting an old Portuguese fort, traditional dancing, local market, and a few more. 
 
Goraichi Islands 
The Goraichi Islands have many great dive sites with one of the most amazing fish life zones in 
Halmahera. Stunning reefs overgrown with colorful hard and soft corals. Also pelagic coming by. 
Oceanic white tip sharks have been spotted. Mantas can be seen around Pulau's Lilei and To-
limao. On Pulau Lilei we have a chance to visit the local village and walk around a bit taking selfies 
with the local inhabitants. 
 
Bacan North-West 
In between the islands of Kasiruta and Bacan we offer a few good divesites. Due to current lots of 
reefsharks can be seen as well as other pelagic. 
On the island Pogo Pogo we can offer some ‘beach’ time. A small resort is being build and we 
have permission to ‘’use’ their beach for a few hours. A great way to end a trip; with your feet in the 
sand, an refreshing drink in your hand, overthinking your trip and remember all the beauties you 
have witnessed under- and above water! 
 

 
Trip Ternate - Ternate 
 
Ternate 
In front of the Mosque there are a few wrecks on diveable depth. A perfect spot to do checkdives 
at the start of a trip or to end the last diveday with. Crocodile flatheads, nudiebranches, ghostpipe 
fishes, etc. can be seen. 
 
 
Tifore (option if booked extra) 
Rising between Halmahera and Sulawesi, in the very deep open Sea of the Maluku, the dive sites 
around Tifore are mostly plateau’s with sheer walls and steep slopes. Here we can find a school of  
thousands barracudas and trevallys hanging in the current. This is a great divesite where your 
adrenaline gets going.  
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Goraichi Islands 
The Goraichi Islands have many great dive sites with one of the most amazing fish life zones in 
Halmahera. Stunning reefs overgrown with colorful hard and soft corals. Also pelagic coming by. 
Oceanic white tip sharks have been spotted. Mantas can be seen around Pulau's Lilei and To-
limao. On Pulau Lilei we have a chance to visit the local village and walk around a bit taking selfies 
with the local inhabitants. 
 
Bacan 
We can offer a great landtour organised by the Tourism Department of South Halmahera. This nor-
mally includes visiting an old Portuguese fort, traditional dancing, local market, and a few more. 
 
Patinti Strait 
The Patinti Strait is a channel between Halmahera and Bacan Island which holds excellent reefs 
full of blooming orange soft corals packed with anthias, plenty of large soft coral covered bommies 
in all different colours and different species. Here we can expect some good currents which gives 
us the chance to see lots of reef sharks; black tip, white tip and grey reef sharks as well as many 
other pelagic. Also during nightdives the walking shark can be spotted.  
But no worries, also for the non-current divers there is plenty of sites to dive and see great 
underwater life. 
 
Makian 
Black sand diving, similar to Panambuang. A descent macro site where good critter life can be 
found. 
 
Ternate 
In front of the Mosque there are a few wrecks on diveable depth. A perfect spot to do checkdives 
at the start of a trip or to end the last diveday with. Crocodile flatheads, nudiebranches, ghostpipe 
fishes, etc. can be seen. 
 
 

 
Trip Bitung - Bitung 
 
Lembeh 
Muckdiving at it's best! Different species of seahorses, octopuses, nudiebranch and many other 
weird critters can be found. A heaven for macro lovers. Good buyoncy skills are a must! 
 
Tifore (option if booked extra) 
Rising between Halmahera and Sulawesi, in the very deep open Sea of the Maluku, the dive sites 
around Tifore are mostly plateau’s with sheer walls and steep slopes. Here we can find a school of  
thousands barracudas and trevallys hanging in the current. This is a great divesite where your 
adrenaline gets going. 
 
North Sulawesi 
Exploration to the Northern Islands of Sulawesi. 
We will do our best to offer great dives.  


